
 
 

 

Yewno Gives Financial Services Professionals an Edge with 

Launch of New AI Platform 

Yewno|Edge Delivers Better Insights for Investment Strategies and 

Research Data  

 

Palo Alto, CA--September 17, 2019 -- Today, Yewno, innovator of the Knowledge 

Graph that generates actionable knowledge from today’s vast information, 

announced the launch of Yewno|Edge, a first-of-its kind web based Artificial 

Intelligence driven research platform that helps financial services professionals -- 

from Institutional, Registered Investment Advisors (RIAs) to Retail Investors -- 

better understand financial and economic dynamics in order to help them execute 

better and faster strategies. Grounded in AI and combined with its proprietary 

Knowledge Graph, Yewno|Edge turns information into knowledge to empower 

users with next-level insights into how data may impact companies and markets. 

 

“In today's economic, financial, socio political environment, understanding the 

complex dynamics associated with investments is critical,” said Ruggero Gramatica, 

founder and CEO of Yewno. “Investors and analysts need alternative tools that can 

provide not only traditional fundamental data but also smart analytics that can 

help understanding the complexity of the financial market and generate better 

investment decisions. Yewno is already delivering powerful financial instruments 

such as Indexes and Alternative Data Feeds to large institutional clients in other 

segments of the markets and now with Yewno|Edge financial services professionals 

can finally leverage the full potential of big data.” 

 

The ABCDs of Yewno|Edge: 

● Alternative Data: Leveraging the cross domain content universe of Yewno’s 

Knowledge Graph, Yewno|Edge is able to lower the noise derived from the 

information overload and discover insights by surfacing hidden correlations 

across disparate data sets both traditional and alternative– all in one place.  

https://www.yewno.com/
https://www.yewno.com/


 
○ For example: IP analytics from millions of global patents - 

relationship linkages and multi factor exposures extracted from 

hundreds of millions of sources.  

 

● Building Strategies: By leveraging the same technology powering Yewno’s 

ETFs and Thematic Indices family to research and build customized 

investment concept-based strategies with on-the-fly 5-year back-testing. 

○ For example: while 5G is a technology that is likely to transform the 

economy in the near future, finding the companies that are likely to 

benefit from this transformation is no easy task. Yewno|Edge’s 

Strategy Builder equips investors with the ability to construct a 

strategy around the concept 5G and obtain a list of companies that are 

highly exposed to this technology either because of supply chain 

connections or via products and services related to 5G and its 

ecosystem. 

 

● Classifying Non-traditional Risk Exposure: today’s world is complex and 

affected by political, social and financial issues that are hard to quantify. 

Yewno|Edge evaluates companies, ETF and portfolio-level exposures to 

non-traditional risk factors. See how global, macro-economic factors and 

exposures can affect a portfolio.  

○ For example: while the Trade War between the U.S. and China has 

escalated, geopolitical risk has become one of the key factors facing 

investors today. With Yewno|Edge a search for Trade War returns a 

list of companies that are exposed to Trade War risk due to supply 

chain relationships, news exposure or inferences extracted from 

Yewno’s Knowledge Graph - quantifying these risks has become a 

fundamental practice in today’s volatile markets. 

 

● Diving into Key Developments: Yewno’s AI powered intelligent framework is 

able to extract and summarize key developments from real-time global news, 

companies’ official documents, judicial records, patents and more. 

Yewno|Edge is able to identify direct and indirect connections so that 

investors will always be on top of market moving events.  

 

“Yewno is changing the way data is digested and used, and the launch of 

Yewno|Edge extends our revolutionary approach to financial services to improve 



 
investment opportunities for everyone from small family offices to large institutions 

and retail advisors” added Gramatica. “This is just the beginning of the next 

revolution of how information will be leveraged by investors.” 

 

For more information about Yewno|Edge, check out 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwjq_JITzA8 

 

About Yewno 

Yewno generates actionable knowledge from the ever-increasing amount of 

information available today. As a pioneer in the Knowledge Economy and the 

innovator of the proprietary Yewno Knowledge Graph, an artificial 

intelligence-based framework powered by billions of disparate data sources, Yewno 

provides continuously evolving inferences that uncover unexpected insights for 

financial services, education, life sciences, government and beyond.  By delivering 

more meaningful intelligence, Yewno is revolutionizing how information is 

processed and understood, enabling users to more quickly analyze complex 

problems and improve decision-making. For more information, visit 

https://www.yewno.com.   
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